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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses an ontology-aided approach to
EO product search. A specific user domain ontology, an
EO domain ontology are proposed and linked. The user
domain ontology covers the case studies of water
quality and maritime security while the EO domain
covers oil-spills, algae bloom, ship detection and wind
and waves information.
This work is based on AI technologies such as
ontologies, knowledge based systems, knowledge
discovery and data mining.
The ontology described is part of the project EO-KESB - Earth Observation domain-specific Knowledge
Enabled Services under development for the
ESA/ESRIN (European Space Agency/ European Space
Research Institute).

1. INTRODUCTION
A quick analysis of the Earth Observation (EO)
domain would provide a straightforward and trivial
conclusion: this area of research and applications suffer
from the same “data glut” problem found across other
domains. Data acquisition capabilities have increased in
impressive ways (e.g. by way of new instruments,
higher data rates, better precision and coverage) where
as data analysis has only marginally improved by
comparison. The transformation of raw products into
meaningful information, such as detection of an oil-spill
or warning of an impending algae bloom is, for the most
part, performed by experts in slow and expensive ways,
hard to repeat and automate. EO needs rightly belong in
the same overall motivational backdrop that led to the
appearance of data mining and Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) in the 1990’s [2-1].
In parallel with other domains, two categories of
research can be identified in EO; one is the automated
production of EO products at higher levels of
abstraction, closer to the concerns of “automatic
extraction of patterns in data” of data mining and KDD
[3]; the second includes searching for relevant products,
events, resources associated with a given user query, a
possible reformulation of information retrieval goals in
terms of EO specifics. In this paper we focus in the

problem of searching for ESA products on an ontologyaided approach to EO product search.
1.1. The knowledge gap from user domain to EO
domain
To use EO products (e.g. a SAR (Synthetic Aperture
Radar) image or a photo in the visible spectrum range)
for a concrete problem is far from a trivial issue of
acquiring EO data at a distributor. The final-user, in
most cases, needs a processed product and never the
original base EO product. For example, to detect an oilspill a SAR image must be used to pinpoint a potential
oil-spill area. Additional data about winds and waves is
required and only after merging all the products (the
SAR image and the winds and waves data) and with
some expert assistance can the oil-spill be identified
with a reasonable accuracy. Therefore, if a user has no
expertise in EO terminology and available products just
the initial task of searching for relevant products is
considerably challenging.
To summarize this, a useful way of thinking about the
problematic of EO product search is structured in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The user domain to EO domain knowledge
gap.
An initial query, stated in some user domain
terminology, with no a priori connection to EO domain,
must be somehow “translated” into associated EO
products which were the target of a focused product
search. Note how our proposal suggests overcoming the
knowledge gap using knowledge of user domain and EO
domain semantics, available after explicit knowledge
formalisation. Moreover, some inference knowledge
may also be needed, for instance when modelling the

consequences to natural resources of an oil-spill. This
knowledge is used afterwards to make inferences about
the input query and find associated concepts that
indirectly connect the user query to EO products. Other
approaches attempt to induce terms and relations
between them using a corpus of documents [10].
However several factors influenced our decision of a
classical knowledge engineering approach:
•

clear requirement/goal of developing a
collaborative environment where experts and
non-user experts can share their knowledge
over time

•

facilitating agreement on terminology for EO
product usage

•

support for users with no previous exposure
to EO terminology

•

lack of a representative corpus of EO
documents to use.

1.2. The ESA KES-B project
The overall context of the work presented here is the
ESA/ESRIN (European Space Agency/ European Space
Research Institute) project KES-B: EO-KES - Earth
Observation domain-specific Knowledge Enabled
Service, code: EOKES_PROP_001_1-0OF02/4456.
This project was developed by the consortium
UNINOVA (PT), GTD (SP), STARLAB (SP), UTV
(IT).
The project deals with the artificial and (semi-)
automatic reproduction (in an Earth Observation
oriented domain) of several of the following human
being capabilities and processes: knowledge capture;
knowledge reception; knowledge archive; knowledge
retrieval; knowledge organization; and knowledge
application. Hence, the 'services' (i.e., the
transformations) provided and/or supported by the EOKES system are referred to as 'Knowledge Enabled'
ones. The goals are to develop:[i] Specific 'knowledge
access' interfaces - thus assuming that it shall be feasible
to standardize knowledge formalization. De-facto
standards to represent wide types of knowledge are now
available, from rule and complex ontologies to neural
networks. [ii] 'Knowledge services', categorized as
general purpose to grant the effective handling of the
knowledge.[iii] 'Domain Knowledge Enabled Services',
which are those applications specific constructed with
all the general purpose available services (data,
information and knowledge ones). [iv] 'Applications:
knowledge exploitation and formalization'. Resulting
from the combination of knowledge services as well as
applications which allow the system to be 'instructed',
support (supervised/unsupervised) learning or - in
general - bring knowledge into the system. [v] 'HMI
knowledge formalization and application'.

The reader is referred to [16] for further details on the
KES-B project.
2. OVERVIEW
OF
ONTOLOGIES
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

FOR

2.1. Why use ontologies
In the computer science community the term ontology
has a more constrained meaning, connected with
knowledge sharing and reuse. Gruber speaks of “an
explicit specification of a conceptualisation” [6] Others
might be more specific, for example requiring the
conceptualization to be formal and shared [15] or as
Guarino puts it “a logical theory accounting for the
intended meaning of a formal vocabulary, i.e. its
ontological
commitment
to
a
particular
conceptualisation of the world” [7].
An ontology is similar to a dictionary or glossary, but
with greater detail and structure that enables computers
to process its content. It consists of a set of concepts,
axioms, and relationships that describe a domain of
interest [5].
The simplest form of an ontology is a taxonomy.
However, ontologies do not define a simple set of
keywords: they structure the information. With
structured information it is possible to use ontologies for
[8]:
•

consistency checking: if ontologies contain
information about properties and value restrictions
on the properties, then type checking can be done
within applications;

•

to provide completion: an application may obtain
a small amount of information from a user, such as
the fact that she is looking for a high-resolution
screen on a pc, and then have the ontology expand
the exact pixel range that is to be expected; or it
can be adaptive;

•

to provide interoperability support: we may have
a complete operational definition for how one
term relates to another term and thus, we can use
equality axioms or mappings to express one term
precisely in terms of another and thereby support
more “intelligent” interoperability;

•

to support validation and verification testing of
data (and schemas): if an ontology contains class
descriptions, these definitions may be used as
queries to databases to discover what kind of
coverage currently exists in datasets ;

•

to support structured, comparative, and
customized search: if an ontology contains markup information it can be used to prune
comparative searches and to point which
properties are most useful to present in
comparative analyses so that users may have

concise descriptions of the products instead of
comparisons in complete detail;
•

to
exploit
generalization/specialization
information. If a search application finds that a
user’s query generates too many answers, one may
dissect the query to see if any terms in it appear in
an ontology, and if so, then the search application
may suggest specializing that term.

The above list is not exhaustive and its purpose is only
the illustration of some ways that ontologies have been
used to support intelligent applications.
More
information on these topics can be found on [0].
The use of ontologies greatly surpasses the simple use
of keywords, due to the structured and adaptive
information representation supported by an ontology.
Moreover, ontologies allow the comparison and
inference of conformed knowledge based on other
ontologies, providing the means to global, transparent
information sharing.
2.2. From Ontology to Knowledge Base
A knowledge base is an informal term for a collection
of information that includes an ontology as one
component. Besides an ontology, a knowledge base may
contain information specified in a declarative language
such as logic or expert-system rules, but it may also
include unstructured or unformalized information
expressed in natural language or procedural code [14].

starting ontology. The experience of conducting
knowledge engineering has demonstrated the need for a
structured approach to it, one that attempts to find
opportunities for modularity and reuse, discarding the
view of a set of rules as structured by simply assuming
rules as modular in themselves. The broad design
principle is well demonstrated by the appearance of
established knowledge engineering methodologies and
the discovery of templates for knowledge intensive
tasks [12].
A design pattern for structuring a knowledge base,
inspired in Gruber’s design principles [6] is helpful in
guiding us through the rationale of our model (v.d. Fig.
2 Error! Reference source not found.). In this design
pattern, a start-up generic KB contains all the constructs
we use to build an ontology (e.g. some kind of class
mechanism with formal is-a relations, a generic relation,
time, space, etc). This part is composed of a state
dependent part (“core” KB) and a state-independent part
(generic ontology). The generic ontology is called metaontology or top-level ontology in other design patterns.
Top-level ontologies are currently the focus of several
proposals to adopt a specific top-level ontology as a
standard, in the expectation that this will promote wider
knowledge sharing and reuse (e.g. the CyC project [4]).
These are the building blocks in which a domain expert
can express a particular domain ontology. As shown in
Fig. 2 the generic KB is, in this example, shared by a
large set of scientists, including scientists from
completely different domains.

A knowledge base should provide sufficient expressive
power to represent human knowledge as well as an
efficient, powerful, and understandable reasoning
mechanism.
3. AN ONTOLOGY-AIDED APPROACH TO EO
PRODUCT SEARCH
3.1. A design pattern for ontology design
As stated previously, in this paper’s scope we will
mainly be concerned with using an ontology to improve
the capabilities of EO product search. Note how this
already implies several types of roles, according to
McGuiness classification. The query system will use
some user domain ontology and an EO domain ontology
to initially perform query completion (by supplying
additional associated terms, query expansion (by adding
associated terms to the initial ones). After settling in a
set of terms to search and potentially a set of derived
queries, the search process uses the ontology to infer
relationships between concepts, for instance when using
the captured relation that a SAR image can be used to
detect an oil-spill and suggests that product from an
input query of simply “oil-spill”.
Before tackling the issue of how to use an ontology to
improve the search process we must first consider the
task of modelling expert knowledge and build the

Fig. 2. A design pattern for ontology design using
Gruber's design principles.
Next the domain KB contains essentially a set of
domain ontologies. Each domain ontology is shared
inside a group of scientists and is designed to be
reusable outside a specific information system. This
materializes a true-shared conceptualization and
provides the most important knowledge for improving a
search procedure over simple keyword search. Finally,
application-tied concepts are maintained in the
application KB, which is the least reusable component,
andis obviously connected to a specific information
system’s goal and respective data sources.

This design pattern is not without its issues, since we
are not presenting here the existence of intra-domain
relations. These are important since they allow us to
navigate from a specific user domain ontology to the
EO domain ontology to find relevant products.
Therefore no clean modularity will exist in real system
and there is always some level of interaction.
Nevertheless this discussion is important for us to
conclude on the needed components for an ontologyaided EO product search: a generic ontology with the
base concepts; a concrete user domain ontology and an
EO domain ontology; a specific ontology for the
information system (in our case KES-B) supporting the
search.
The generic part is usually already available and too
abstract to serve us in describing the search process. The
application-oriented is related with software engineering
issues and requirements of a particular information
system. These two parts support the domain ontologies
where most of the search process occurs. The end-user
has selected for the KES-B prototype two user domains:
water quality (with oil-spill and algae bloom detection)
and maritime security (with ship detection and winds &
waves information). This totals four different case
studies, however due to the tight connection between
the selected areas, a single domain ontology can capture
the most important concepts of the two domains. In fact,
they were selected because a small set of EO product
types are used in all of them.
In the next section, we describe a simplified view of
the user domain ontology, the EO domain ontology and
the relations between them.
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Fig. 3. A simple EO domain ontology.
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connected with the EO

3.2. An ontology of the EO domain and a case study
user domain ontology
To construct the ontology we used the Protégé 2000
system ontology editor [11]. The model is presented
here using an object oriented notation. The curved lines
are regular associations, which are implemented using
the association class mechanism. They are our relations
in the ontology. We are only describing classes and their
names in this object-oriented model, so the concrete
instances and their relations with other instances are not
shown. In a sense we are providing a partial view of the
full ontology that only contains the essential concepts
and structure.

Fig. 4 exemplifies a base EO domain ontology with a
modelling of EO products and their sources. Following
this, Fig. 3 exemplifies how a small set of user domain
concepts can be defined and interlinked with the EO
domain. Finally, Fig. 5, shows a view of how the full
model looks like. To better understand this sequence, a
model guided tour is provided in the next section.
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3.3. Model guided tour
To facilitate the model description the notations used
are: for concepts we use bold and for relations
underscore.
A product can have three types of sources: it can be
from an instrument or from a transformation
procedure (when it is a product originated by a specific
algorithm) or from any other source. A. A product can
be of four types: a transformed one (transformation
procedure
transforms
input
products
using
algorithms); an EO operational product; application
products (e.g. oil-spill products, algae bloom products
and winds & waves products); and non-EO products.
In addition a product always has a data distributor.
The concept of EO product feature is related-with
other features; it is organized in physical quantity
features or object features and it is extracted-from
product. In addition, object features have an EO geocoded area associated with it.
An EO event (e.g. oil spill, dead-fish) affects an EO
resource, is analysed-from EO product features, is

detected-in product and an EO event can also be
caused-by other EO events. Each resource has a set of
states that can be altered by the occurrence of an event,
which are: appearance e.g. the colour of the water;
death e.g. dead fish; injury e.g. some algae may cause
injuries in the skin of some fish; reproduction e.g.
increase in fish stocks; and the resource area is given
by the EO geo-coded area. An EO resource also hasproperty, denoted as EO product-features (e.g. ocean
colour, chlorophyll). The EO resources are organized
in three categories: Organism, Artificial and Natural.
The Organism is of a specific type (algae, animalia,
fungi or plantae) and belongs to a family, e.g., the algae
can be of the rhodophyta family. The Natural category
of resources can include water, land and atmospheric
resources, such as rivers and oceans. The Artificial
category contains all other resources that are “mantempered”.
3.4. EO product search
With a user domain ontology linked with an EO
domain ontology as presented in the previous section we
can finally approach the task of improving a user query
using the knowledge captured in the ontology.

A first straightforward way is simply to use the model
as it is and show it to the user. With proper visualization
software, an end-user, expert or non-expert can navigate
through it and select terms to add to the query. This is
an enhanced version of using a list of pre-defined
keywords. The KES-B project is developing such
visualizations and prototyping this strategy (see also
[16]). However, visualization and selection of terms
though simple and useful, with the added benefit of
potentially building shared conceptualizations over
time, cannot help a user without prior knowledge of EO
domain. This is the case, unless the user discovers a
path to a relevant EO product. Therefore, given an input
user query, that will (partially) correspond to concepts
in the ontology; a search algorithm must be applied for
relevant EO products to be discovered. The search
process can be split in two main parts:
Semantic Matching
The initial query string must be matched with the
ontology contents. After this step, we will have a
set of concepts, terms and relations selected as a
starting point. Further, we shall have a set of
nodes activated in the ontology which bear some
connection to the user query.
In summary this step involves three tasks: simple
string preprocessing; detection of compound noun
expressions; search in synonymy relations to
detect if the user has used a synonym of a known
concept in the ontology. The two last tasks are
supported by WordNet, a lexical database of
English with semantic relations between words
[17].
Domain ontology search
With a tentative set of concepts selected, the next
step is a classical definition of a search algorithm
task. The set of activated nodes in the ontology
semantic directed graph constitute an initial state.
The relations between concepts allow the
transition from one state to the next. The goal is to
find instances of the Product class, an equivalent
to an end-state. A generic graph-based search
algorithm, such as A* [13], can be applied to
derive the relevant EO products.
Analysis of user requirements has also revealed
that finding related concepts, even if they are not
directly connected with instances of products, is
interesting. In this context, our search algorithm
also suggests as output, related concepts found
when traversing the semantic graph.
3.5. User adaptation strategies
The KES-B project provides a complex scenario of
several groups of cooperative researchers, each one
belonging to a core domain, but possibly assigned to
multiple domains of interest. Users can be experts in a

given domain, in principle capable of participating in a
domain ontology definition. However, for the most part,
they have some knowledge of their domains and very
little of the EO one. The behaviour of a particular user
or of a group of users is important information since not
all concepts and products are equally important. The
behaviour of a user is captured as a minimum in his
query history, or in a more advanced way in the overall
activity when interacting with the system.

Fig. 6. Any relation is implicitly also associating a
user and a domain pair.
The goal of user adaptation is to use the user
interaction historical data to modulate the search
process with the expectation of, after a large enough
period of time, improve query results: a better order of
the output result set; a new user might benefit from the
accumulated interaction of a group of experts with the
system as she is guided first to the most used concepts
and queried products.
The directed graph structure of the ontology has an
obvious choice a weighted approach. The weights in a
graph act as natural search heuristic and can also be
used to sort the final result set. The model presented
here already associates every relation with a
user/domain pair (Error! Reference source not
found.). This association is given a weight and by
updating the weights using some learning algorithm and
historical data it will adapt the search over time. Some
weights might be initially set to different magnitudes,
since some semantic relations are already known to be
of higher importance than others (e.g. connecting a
feature of interest in a domain with a product that
contains it); nevertheless in most situations the weights
have to be adjusted using user data.
Currently we are investigating the use of Hebbian
learning to change the weights [9]. In this learning rule,
activation of a relation (an arc in the directed graph) will
increase its strength. The nodes also need a weight
(consider weighting some products more than others)
than can be subjected to an update rule. When not
activated, the weight has a simple decay process.
Finally, interesting uses of using a weighted directed
graph and adapt it to user queries also under research
include: conflating several users to get an average of a
domain; use the information about domain of other
users to assign a user to a domain

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed an ontology-aided
approach to EO product search. The modelling of a
specific user domain ontology enables us to go from
user terminology into EO terminology and search for
relevant products even in the case where the user has no
EO expertise. We have presented a user domain
ontology that covers water quality and maritime security
case studies, linked with an EO domain ontology.
This work is being developed in the context of the ESA
KES-B project. At publication time, the model
presented here is under review and validation from
domain experts.
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